Abstract. We propose a novel adaptive reservation scheme designed to operate in association with the well-known Multiple Guard Channel (MGC) admission control policy. The scheme adjusts the MGC configuration parameters by continuously tracking the Quality of Service (QoS) perceived by users, adapting to any mix of aggregated traffic and enforcing a differentiated treatment among services during underload and overload episodes. We compare our adaptive scheme with two previously relevant proposals. The comparative performance evaluation carried out verifies that our scheme outperforms the two previous proposals in terms of both carried traffic and convergence speed to new operating conditions. Other key features of our scheme are its simplicity, its oscillation-free behavior, and its integrated strategy to deal with multiservice scenarios.
Introduction
This paper generalizes the novel session admission control (SAC) adaptive strategy introduced in [1] , which operates in coordination with a well known trunk reservation policy named Multiple Guard Channel (MGC). It has been shown [2] that deploying trunk reservation policies in mobile networks allows the operator to achieve higher system capacity, i.e. to carry more traffic while meeting certain quality of service (QoS) objectives (bounds for new and handover blocking probabilities).
Two approaches are commonly proposed for the design of a SAC policy. The first considers system parameters like new and handover session arrival rates as stationary and pursues the design of a static SAC policy for the worst-case scenario. The second considers them as non-stationary and either uses historical information or, in order to track network conditions with more precision, estimates them periodically.
Our work is motivated in part by the fact that previous proposals like [3, 4] deploy long measurement windows to estimate system parameters, which make the convergence period too long to cope with real operating conditions. Our scheme does not rely on measurement intervals to estimate the value of system parameters. Instead a probabilistic adjustment according to the last SAC decision is performed, that let us obtain a continuous adaptation of the configuration parameters of the SAC policy, assuring a high precision in the fullfillment of the QoS objectives. Our new scheme is considerably more advanced than the one described in [1], introducing a more sophisticated QoS management strategy which provides the network operator with more flexibility. The new scheme has three key features that enhance the scheme in [1] . First, it allows to enforce a differentiated treatment among streams (new and handover session arrivals) during underload and overload episodes. In the latter case, this differentiated treatment guarantees that higher priority streams will be able to meet their QoS objective possibly at the expense of lower priority ones. Second, the prioritization order of the streams can be fully specified by the operator. And third, the operator has the possibility of identifying one of the streams as best-effort, being it useful to concentrate on it the penalization that unavoidably occurs during overloads. Some of these features can be fully exploited in multiservice scenarios.
The main objective of this paper is to compare the performance of our scheme with the performance of the schemes reported in [3, 4] when operating in a single service scenario deploying an integer number of guard channels. This is the scenario for which [3, 4] where conceived. However, our scheme is more general because is has been designed to operate in multiservice scenarios as will be shown in the latter sections of this paper.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the model of the system and defines the relevant SAC policies. Section 3 describes the fundamentals of the adaptive scheme, introducing the policy adjustment strategy and how multiple arrival streams are handled. Section 4 describes the detailed operation of the scheme. Section 5 summarize some important details of the two other schemes and presents the comparative performance evaluation of our scheme with respect to these other schemes, both under stationary and nonstationary traffic conditions. Section 6 presents the extension for a multiservice scenario and Section 7 the performance evaluation of the scheme in different multiservice scenarios. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
System Model and Relevant SAC Policies
We consider the homogeneous case where all cells are statistically identical and independent. Consequently the global performance of the system can be analyzed focusing on a single cell. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme could also be deployed in non-homogeneous scenarios.
In each cell a set of R different classes of users contend for C resource units, where the meaning of a unit of resource depends on the specific implementation
